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Wind River Workbench / VxWorks for G4 PowerPC
Wind River’s Workbench development
platform has dramatically improved embedded developers’ “time-to-productivity”. A
component of Workbench, Workbench
Tools, comprises a comprehensive suite of
core and optional cross-development tools
and utilities. The other integrated components of Workbench consist of the VxWorks
run-time system, a high-performance scalable
real-time operating system that executes on
the target processor and a full range of communications options for the target connection
to the host. Workbench Tools provides a

highly visual and automated environment
that accelerates the development of even the
most complex VxWorks-based applications.
At the heart of the VxWorks run-time
system is the highly efficient Wind microkernel which supports a full range of
real-time features. These include fast
multitasking, interrupt support, and both
preemptive and round-robin scheduling.
The microkernel design minimizes system
overhead and enables fast, deterministic
response to external events.

Contact Wind River Systems at:
www.windriver.com
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Pentek VxWorks BSPs and Drivers
The Model 4996 VxWorks BSP provides
software developers with a complete
library of hardware initialization, control
and application functions for Pentek G4
PowerPC processor baseboards and VIM
and PMC modules. Used in conjunction
with Wind River’s Workbench software
development environment, it speeds application development by providing a
high-level API for accessing all of the processor board’s memory and communication
resources, and control of the board’s I/O
interfaces and I/O modules.
Processor specific functions found in the
baseboard BSPs include: cache, DMA,
SDRAM, interrupt, serial port, and timer
control. Some general board functions include: reading and writing to mezzanine
board FIFOs, VIM and PMC I/O control,
interprocessor communication, programming

DMA reads and writes, programming interrupts, using mailboxes, managing RS-232 and
ethernet interfaces, and control of optional
RACE++ and Fibre Channel interfaces.
The VxWorks BSP is designed to reduce
development time not only during the initial stages of software development, but any
time new I/O hardware is added to the system. VIM and PMC Drivers, each
designed to control the specific hardware
features of the I/O interface being used, are
built with a consistent style and function
naming convention. Similar parameters on
different I/O modules have similar driver
calls, thereby allowing immediate familiarity with new VIM or PMC I/O hardware as
it’s added. This can greatly shorten the
application development learning curve
when a system is modified or expanded.
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